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What is our vision
1 ‘network’
Clear SMP – regulate

• Improve existing pricing
regime
• Much more focus on nonprice discrimination
• Presumption of regulation,
even for new networks

2 ‘networks’
??

• Case-by-case analysis
• Consumer outcomes key

• 1 infrastructure with 2
‘networks’ v 2 infrastructures

3+ ‘networks’
Sustainable competition – no
regulation

• Competitive areas - no ex
ante regulation
• Operators highly
independent (service,
pricing etc.)

• No concentration of profit

Regulatory policy should encourage markets to move to the right: Co-investment part of this process
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Co-investment 1: Spain
Region 1
VF TX/IP
backbone

CO

Customer drop

Ownership and
responsibility
of building operator

Transport network

OLT

Vertical access

OR TX/IP
backbone

BOX

Horizontal access

Region 2
VF TX/IP
backbone

Customer drop

CO
Transport network
OLT

Vertical access

OR TX/IP
backbone

BOX

Horizontal access

OLT - Optical Line Termination

CO - Central Office

Only built
when customer
subscribes service

Co-investment 1: Spain
Terms

• Each operator deploys equal number of HHs
(Territory Owner), and provides access to the other (Territory User). This service is
the same each operator has over its own FTTH network
• IRU (50 years): Territory User pays one-off fee. Price depends on type
(façade/in-building) and size of building

• Monthly fee/active costumer in mutualised FTTH network paid by Territory
User to Territory Owner to cover variable costs of deployed FTTH network and to
maintain each active customer
• Customer drop is paid by the operator that owns the customer

• Wholesale service is allowed as agreement is open to third parties

Co-investment 1: Spain
Number of households (mHH). FTTH and Cable (HFC)
2014

2015

Mar 17

10.3

14.3

17.5

3.8

6.8

10.2

8.2

8.9

10.2

Addressable
market2

Telefonica

22
22

Co-investment 2: Portugal
ONT

Central
Office

Backbone Op1

Agreement with DST:
• Full bitstream
• Includes IP Aggr. Network

PoI

PoI

Active
Equip.

ONT

PoI

Passive fibre
Network

Agreement with NOS:
• Light Bitstream
• Connection to the active equipment in the CO
Agreement with MEO:
• Passive network sharing
• Space sharing in the Central Office
• Service and active equipment independence
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Co-investment 2: Portugal
A country of two halves!
Competitive Areas market share
Operator
MEO
NOS
Apax
Vodafone

2007
27%
62%
10%
1%

2010
34%
52%
8%
6%

2013
39%
44%
6%
10%

2015
35%
42%
5%
18%

2013
72%
20%
6%
2%

2015
82%
10%
4%
4%

Non-Competitive areas market share
Operator
MEO
NOS
Apax
Vodafone

2007
72%
18%
10%
0%

2010
73%
18%
8%
2%

Co-investment 3: Ireland (Siro)

Co-investment 3: Ireland (Siro)

Co-investment 3: Ireland
Market developments

• Still early days – SIRO contributing to the development of competition in Ireland
• Current market analysis by ComReg allows for deregulation of Bitstream in
exchange areas that cover c.40% of Irish households

• A case of watch this space – how much deregulation will be possible for the next
market analysis

Other agreements

• Italy: open access agreement with ENEL. Contributes to infrastructure
competition, and ENEL not present in retail market

• Greece: Co-investment with Wind Hellas in planning. Efficiency play, but
infrastructure competition explicitly excluded. Improves relative bargaining
power of Vodafone/Wind vis-à-vis Cosmote

• Germany: Kontingent model. Some improvement in retail competition, but no
change in market structure.

Key lessons

• In a commercial environment no two structures are the same

• Reciprocal access rather than JVs are more common where operators co-invest

• A mix of active and passive solution have emerged – in the long run there should
be a preference for solutions which give full flexibility for retail providers
• Where active products are provided, it is difficult to agree on parameters even
when there are two willing and equal participants

• So far we have no 3-way commercial agreements – the likelihood of a 3-way deal
is untested (regulated case in France is an exception).

Implications for the code

• It is difficult to be overly-prescriptive about the design of the co-investment
structure

• We recommend an approach based on competitive outcomes – deregulation is
presumed as long as the co-investment enables or is expected to enable
effective competition

• A multi-party co-investment is likely to need a leader – this increases the risk of
discrimination in product definition (for active products). As such, the impact of
co-investment on competition must be fully analysed
• Operators who have SMP who choose to go alone should not benefit from a
presumption of no regulation on new network elements. Likewise, the status
quo of excess profits on regulated products cannot be sustained
• We want as much deregulation as possible – co-investment is one of the key
initiatives that can change the industry structure and allow this to happen

